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Description du stage This internship subject is purely theoretical and will contribute to a
better understanding of phenomena that arise in multi-agent systems. Classically, the analysis
of multi-agent systems behaviors requires to consider two key ingredients, namely time and
knowledge [7].

One intuitive mathematical model that arises from considering these two features are the
so-called ”transition systems with path relations” as considered by [5] where the dynamics of
time is described by the transition system binary relation between states, and the knowledge
is induced by binary relations between paths in the transition system. The relevant structures
that display all those relations are the infinite tree unfoldings of the transition systems, each
branch denoting a path, overdecorated by the transverse relations between those paths.

Depending on the kind of knowledge that is considered (or equivalently of the considered
binary relations between paths), those infinite structures may lie in different classes that have
more or less been identified in the literature. For example, if all agents have a common clock
– they evolve synchronously – and other extra restrictions, Maubert in [8] has shown that the
obtained structures fall into the class of automatic structures [3, 2].

The ability to identify the class of structures entailed by a given assumption on the agent
perception abilities is crucial as one may leverage powerful results on logical theories of such
structures and thereby be able to address properties concerning strategic reasoning. For ex-
ample, it is well known that the first-order theory of any automatic structure is decidable,
which entails the decidability of epistemic planing in a large class of Dynamic Epistemic Logic
structures [6].

The subject of this internship is to consider many variants of knowledge (as can be found
in the literature) and to classify them in terms of the kind of infinite structures they yield,
together with logics that can be decided.
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In particular, the case of asynchronicity between agents has been very little considered in
the literature. Under the asynchronicity hypothesis, the obtained structures are infinite trees
with transverse relations that may connect nodes at different levels in the tree. They no longer
are automatic structures in general. Such structures deserve being deeply studied in order to
circumvent families of logics or at least logical properties that can be decided and that serve
strategic reasoning issues. A promising direction is to draw on results obtained in the context of
supervisory control of discrete-event systems under partial observation with a logical approach
as done by [1, 10, 9, 4].
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